
Look at Karndean in 
a different way

Kaleid SCOPE





Tripoint

KAL10
Using KP103, KP104 
& KP105 from our 

Knight Tile range w

Why not add matching full 
length planks to highlight or 

zone out furniture?

Kaleid SCOPE



Pair our three-dimensional Cubix 
design with clean lines and 

modern styling to create a truly 
striking interior.



The cool grey tones 
offer a more subtle 
finish to a classic 

pattern.

Cubix

KAL03
Using LM06, LM12 
& LM16 from our 

Art Select range w

KAL02
Using ST8, ST13  
& ST14 from our  

Knight Tile range
s

KAL13
Using KP97, KP103 & 

KP105 from our Knight 
Tile range

s

Created with three 
stunning wood looks 
from our Knight Tile 
range, this really is a 

statement design floor.

Kaleid SCOPE





KAL08
Using LM12  

from our Art  
Select range w

KAL09
Using ST8 &  

ST13 from our  
Knight Tile range w

Hexa

Kaleid SCOPE



Create a rug effect using 
our Pyramid design and 

matching full size planks to 
highlight furniture.



KAL01
Using VGW80T,  

VGW83T &  
VGW89T from our 
Van Gogh range w

Pyramid

Kaleid SCOPE



Use any of the three stone 
designs as a complementary 

border to the main floor.

The three-dimensional design 
of Pennon is ideal for larger 

spaces where you want the floor 
to be the focus.



KAL05
Using VGW80T & 

VGW83T from our 
Van Gogh range

s

The cool grey-brown 
tones and subtle 

grain direction of the 
planks add a three-

dimensional effect to 
this design.

Pennon

KAL04
Using LM09, LM12 & 
LM16 from our Art 

Select range v

Kaleid SCOPE





KAL14
Using RP97, RP98 & RP99 
from our Da Vinci range

s

KAL06
Using WP418 from 
our Opus range

s

KAL07
Using KP95 from our 
Knight Tile range w

Apex

Kaleid SCOPE





KAL11
Using SP111, SP211  
& SP213 from our 
Opus Range w

KAL12
Using WP311 & 

WP318 from our 
Opus range

s

Woven

KAL11
Using SP111,  

SP211 & SP213 
from our Opus 

range v

Add our Domino 
border, available in two 
colourways, to define 

your space.

Kaleid SCOPE



Why Karndean?
All the benefits of Karndean Designflooring...

Waterproof
Karndean’s waterproof floors 
stand up to spills of all sizes.

Lifetime guarantee
Every Karndean floor is guaranteed 

to last for years to come.

Durable
Compared to other flooring alternatives, 
Karndean gives you the look and feel of 
natural products but with the durability 

and resilience of luxury vinyl.

Low maintenance 
We use K-Guard+ technology 
to ensure that there is no need 
to apply an additional surface 

treatment following installation.

Comfortable underfoot
Our products are softer and warmer 

underfoot than natural wood and stone 
flooring. Additional cushioning in the 

backing helps make the product more 
comfortable underfoot.

Child friendly
Karndean floors offer children a safe and 
comfortable space to play, and parents a 

durable, easy-to-clean surface.

Pet friendly
From muddy paw prints to household 
accidents and anything in-between, 

Karndean’s low-maintenance floors are 
designed with pets in mind.

Compatible with 
underfloor heating 

Up to 27°C.

Realistic designs
Inspired by nature, our products are 
designed in-house and realistically 

replicate the look and feel of real wood 
and stone materials.



Kaleidoscope can help you achieve 3D impact, movement and visual contrast, and that’s 

why shapes and patterns can work in both small and large spaces alike. Each piece of 

your geometric floor has been cleverly cut from our authentic wood and stone designs, 

with popular colourways from our Art Select, Da Vinci, Van Gogh, Opus and Knight Tile 

ranges, to form individual shapes.



Visit us online at www.karndean.com,
where you can...

Karndean Designflooring offers more than 200 flooring choices 

across gluedown, loose lay and rigid core formats. Explore our 

complete range of products inspired by the look and texture of 

natural woods and stones.

See our full brochure 
for more ranges...

Resists indentation
All Karndean floors stand up to 

the impact of day to day life.

K-Guard+
We use K-Guard+ surface technology for 
scuff and stain resistance ensuring there 
is no need to apply an additional surface 

treatment following installation.

Realistic wood and stone designs
Inspired by nature, our products are 
designed in-house and realistically 

replicate the look and feel of real wood 
and stone materials.

Compatible with 
underfloor heating 

For added warmth, Karndean is 
perfectly suitable for underfloor 

heating systems up to 27°C.

Hygienic
Unlike carpets, our floors 

don’t hold dust, dirt, pollen or 
other allergens.

Comfortable underfoot
Our products are softer and  

warmer underfoot than natural  
wood and stone flooring. 

Waterproof
Karndean’s waterproof floors stand 

up to spills of all sizes and won’t 
swell, crack or warp when wet.

Benefits 7

5About us

At Karndean we see 
flooring differently...

We travel the world in our quest to bring you  

exceptional floors that inspire and delight. From the  

ancient forests of Europe, to the remote Australian  

outback and beyond, we seek out expressive  

and intriguing forms in the natural world to  

influence our unique floor designs. 
 

By combining these original features with cutting  

edge design, we create simply beautiful floors  

that you’ll love for a lifetime.

Use our online search feature to find your nearest  

Karndean Designflooring recommended retailer. 

Simply enter your post code to see who is in your area.

www.karndean.com/far

If you need some extra help selecting the best colour 

for your room, why not order some cutting samples? 

These are small samples designed to help you pick 

which product is right for you.

www.karndean.com/samples

Not sure where to start? Use our handy Style Finder to narrow down 

your choices, or create Moodboards while you’re browsing to save 

links to your favourite products, images and blog posts. Once you’ve 

narrowed down your choices, try out your favourite combinations using 

our Floorstyle design tool.

Find your nearest recommended retailer

Order samples

Check out our helpful online tools

Follow us on Twitter @karndeanfloors

Like us on Facebook karndeandesignflooring

Follow our boards on Pinterest karndeanfloors

For interior ideas follow us on Houzz karndeandesignflooring

Get inspired, follow us on Instagram karndeandesignflooring

Subscribe to our channel on YouTube Karndean Designflooring

Keep up-to-date with us:



Kaleidoscope at a glance

Pyramid KAL01 Cubix KAL02 Cubix KAL03

Pennon KAL04 Half Pennon KAL05 Apex KAL06

Apex KAL07 Hexa KAL08 Hexa KAL09

Tripoint KAL10 Woven KAL11 Woven KAL12

Cubix KAL13 Apex KAL14



Colour and Pattern Reproduction

We are careful to make sure our brochures are accurate and printed to 
very high standards, but photography and printing cannot always create a 
perfect representation of our products. For this reason we strongly 
recommend that you look at a sample of any product you are considering 
before placing your order. 

All of our products are inspired by things we have seen in the natural world. 
Just as variation in colour and detail is part of the unique beauty of natural 
materials, it is also a feature of many of our designs. This means that with 
some of our products you will see natural variation when your floor is laid. If 
in doubt, ask your retailer to show you a larger sample of the product.

We love developing new ideas and improving on our existing designs. This 
does mean that sometimes products are withdrawn at short notice. We hate 
to disappoint, and will always try to work with you to find an alternative 
design that you love just as much. This page: Hexa KAL09 

Contact us...

Follow us online and see 
what we’ve been up to:

*Calls may be recorded for training and quality purposes.

www.karndean.com

Karndean Designflooring 
Call: 0044 (0)1386 820100
Email: info@karndean.co.uk

KRNKALBROCH1  |  KD3169UK


